Can You Bridge It?
Structures
Grades 1 - 5
Challenge yourself to construct a bridge out of materials found around
your home. Test how much weight your bridge can hold before you have to
rebuild.

Background Information
Bridges are important structures that help cross gaps or obstacles. They
connect different areas and can be made from materials in all sorts of shapes and
sizes. All bridges have a surface that we walk or drive on called a deck. They also have
supports called abutments to help hold them up, usually found at the ends of bridges.
There are many different kinds of bridges. Take a closer look at arch, beam, suspension,
and truss bridges in the photos on pages 3 and 4.
Arch bridges have been around for a long time and were originally created by the
ancient Romans. They discovered that an arch was a strong structure to use because
the weight on the bridge is transferred horizontally to the ends of the bridge (the
abutments). Arch bridges have a special wedge-shaped stone that is ‘key’ to
maintaining their structure, called the keystone. It is the last stone that is placed during
the construction and locks all other stones into place, allowing the arch to bear weight.
Beam bridges are supported by an abutment at each end, as well as by a number
of piers along their spans, depending on how long the bridge is. The deck is just
supported by the piers or abutments so there is usually no movement.

Can You Bridge It?
Background Information Cont.
Suspension bridges are good for longer spans over deep water. They have a deck
suspended by wires and cables from the towers above. The cables transfer the weight
of the deck surface to the towers, and the towers transfer the forces to the
ground. This bridge type is very stable due to the downward force of gravity pulling on
the road surface being counteracted by the cables pulling in the opposite direction. It’s
normal for suspension bridges to have some movement of the deck.
Truss bridges are composed of many units joined together, typically in a specific shape,
which makes them very strong. This bridge usually has many triangular units. Truss
bridges are often used for railways because of their strength and rigidness.
It’s time to construct your own bridge and test how much weight it can hold! You can
try to making one of the bridges mentioned above, or you can choose your own design
and test it out! When making a bridge there are a couple important things to consider:
what materials will you use? What shapes do you want to feature? How will you join
the materials? How big do you want it to be?
When you have finished your bridge, find something to use as a weight and see if your
bridge can hold it up without falling.

Materials
•

Find materials that you can use to form a bridge, such as cardboard,
newspaper, Lego, rope, string, or elastics
Scissors

•

Tape

•

Something to be used as a weight in order to test how much your bridge can hold,
such as blocks, rocks, or books

•

Can You Bridge It?
Instructions
1.

Use the materials you find to construct a strong bridge that can stand on its own.

2.

Once your bridge is finished, find something you can use as weights and place
them on your bridge one at a time to test how much weight your bridge can hold.

Arch Bridge:

Beam Bridge:
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Suspension Bridge:

Truss Bridge:
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Thing to Consider
•

Develop a plan before you start to build your bridge. Think of what you want your
bridge to look like and what materials you’d like to use.

•

Write your ideas down, draw a picture of your bridge, or explain it to someone
nearby before you start!

Questions for Reflection & Activity Extensions
•

Explore the strength of different materials by making and testing multiple bridges!

